
Teaching Progression #17                  Teacher and Student  Sheet 
More rhyming words with fast sound in a list, beginning on lesson 62       
First taught with rhyming, beginning on Lesson 43 to 56 
Teacher says, “These words rhyme with  ack.  ( with ot, with  ad )  

(touch the first box.) Teacher says, “Say the first sound.”  (Touch and signal) 

“Now say the sound and rhyme with ack.   rrrrack.  (touch and slash for ack.)  
 What word?  yes. rack.    
(repeat for mack.)  

(touch the box for third word, tack. Touch the first sound) “this is a fast sound. Say the fast 
sound. (slash) yes t . (repeat) 

“Now say the fast sound and rhyme with ack.   Tack.  (slash the whole word.)  
What word?  yes, tack.   
(repeat all words until firm.) 
(repeat for hot,  dot, and had) 
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